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When it comes to presentations, PowerPoint is a powerful beast. The gold standard for armies of salespeople and marketing professionals with laser cues and slide clickers, it carries a price tag at the corporate level. And while free, often web-based alternatives exist, really no-cost versions are generally extremely limited. However, there are a handful of free, downloadable PowerPoint presentation tools
that you can use to make your next presentation great. Everyone has their own compromises, but they all do their job. And - hey - the price is right. Keynote: a no-brainer for MacAplica users built house keynote software is easy to learn, not insanely difficult to master, and at the end of the day, produces beautiful presentations. What more could you ask for? Well, the main drawback here, of course, is that it
is only available for Apple's own hardware. If you are in this camp, though, it is a free download for all devices with cupertino-designed. There are plenty of beautiful templates to leverage, you can collaborate in real time with team members (even PC users via the web), and accessing the presentation in all iDevices is pretty seamless thanks to iCloud integration. LibreOffice: Free as in actually
freeSometimess free really means free. Popularly, the cross-platform LibreOffice suite is continuously developed by members of the open-source community who believe that software should be shared, built for the greater good, and actively improved. If you are looking to replace the large swaths of Microsoft Office wholesale, then this is a good place to start. The presentation-called Libre Impress-software
is really an impressive and quite fully featured PowerPoint alternative. You do miss out on some handy features, such as media-clip trimming, extensive export options, and some animation items, but for simple presentations, this is definitely an option to check out. Of all the options on this list, SlideDog deviates most from the standard principles of established presentation tools. The main feature here is
that you arrange elements of your presentation, whether it's slides, websites, videos, or other media, in a playlist similar to how you arrange clips in a video editor, and then enjoy seamless playback of your presentation. It's a unique twist on the old way of doing things, while retaining familiar features, it would be a suitable, downloadable app and playback of your offline presentation. Although there is a $99-
per-year Pro version, this PC-only software is also the most limited option on our list when it comes to the free version: You will have to A SlideDog watermark on your presentations, there is no presenter view, and no custom backgrounds, to name a few disadvantages. That said, if you're looking for a slick experience and you're eager to incorporate modern media elements beyond a standard stack of
slideware, this is a great option. WPS Office: most microsoft-like bunchIf you are addicted to Microsoft Office and Worried about giving up the cold turkey, the WPS Office suite is right in your driveway. Like LibreOffice, it is a multi-platform offering that is positioned as a replacement for the main Microsoft Office tools. We're here for the presentation tool, though, and you'll feel at home with aptly called WPS
Presentation. It looks and feels great, even weird, similar to PowerPoint, includes support for most of the same functionality that PowerPoint offers, and the handy sports features would be cloud saves. The main drawback is that the free version is supported by ads. yes, commercials in your office apartment. You'll need to view short ads when accessing certain features, unless the pony for reasonable (but
still not free) $30 per year Premium version. A PowerPoint design template gives cohesion, visual organization, and aesthetic attractiveness to your presentation. All you need to do is add your own content; the rest is already projected into the template. Even though individual slides use different layouts and illustrations, templates help the entire presentation be an attractive package. All versions of
PowerPoint support templates. Microsoft offers thousands of free, professionally designed PowerPoint design templates, all classified to help you find what you need. Many other sources of quality and different prices are available online as well. Depending on the version of PowerPoint, the program launches directly into a template selector, or you can access it through File &gt; New. When you choose a
template that you like from your Microsoft store, download to store the template on your computer. Clicking the downloaded file opens PowerPoint, the template you choose is already loaded and ready to use. Alternatively, if you have a valid Microsoft account, use the template directly in your browser. When checking templates, check your typography, color, background graphics, appearance, and overall
feel. Consider how well it works with these factors: Your audience: If you present a PowerPoint to a business crowd, safe colors would be stability and reliability in blue and black. Conventional aspects work well in this situation. Also, a lot of artsier might appreciate more color and less common layouts. Your content: The template should provide enough flexibility to fit your copy and graphics. If much of the
content is bulleted, for example, look for a template that displays lists in a format that you find suitable and pleasing to your audience. Your branding: If the project is business-related, branding is important. Choose a PowerPoint template that harmonizes with the logo, artwork, and style. Your image: Matching your design with your identity seems like an obvious suggestion, but it's to make a mistake. For
example, if you create a presentation on a very technical topic, avoid soft-color and graphic templates, no matter how much they draw you personally; instead, go for something stylish and modern. The public's perception of your image will how well its members receive your message. If you want to create a great presentation in no time, you can use free PowerPoint templates, although it's limited in
designs. You can find a wide variety of free PowerPoint templates online that can bring more to the workplace. All you need to do is download the ones you want, open them in PowerPoint, and edit them you want to suit your needs. Here's a gathering of websites where you can get the best PowerPoint templates for free and create amazing presentations. The best websites for Free PowerPoint Templates
Presentation MagazineBehance Slide Template CollectionPowerPoint StylesShoweetGoogle Slides TemplatesSlidesCarnival24SlidesFree-PPT-Templates.comSlide Hunterfppt.com Presentation Magazine This site offers more than 67,000 creative, free PowerPoint templates. It has more than a dozen categories to navigate from, such as medical, business, nature, educational, wedding, architectural,
Christmas, travel and weather. You can search for them by popularity, color, or tag. Templates are both regular and animated and are added or updated frequently. They are also easy to download as you get the file immediately on your computer, plus you get to see a screenshot of what they will look like on the slide deck. There is no rating system, though, and most templates are very basic, but at least
you have a great variety to choose from. Behance Slide Template Collection Behance is a presentation site for advertisements around the world, so you are bound to find some truly professionally designed, highly artistic and attractive slide templates. The best part is that you can get creative PowerPoint templates, download for free and use with your PowerPoint presentation. You can use the search filter
to find some of the best templates you can use using variables such as user ratings, the most liked, or categories such as infographic or business presentation, and more. A preview of the template's slide designs is also available, so you can see it will show the deck before you download it. If you plan to get templates from Behance though, you'll also need access to Illustrator or Photoshop. PowerPoint
Styles also offers free PowerPoint templates, and you can find one that suits your needs by sorting the list by the most viewed, recently added, or top downloaded templates. It also offers categories and labels to help you find general templates or cartoons, abstract, social, textures, telecommunications, and other types of templates. Each template has a catch of so you can get a quick look at how the actual
design looks and are downloaded as PowerPoint files, making it easy to add to your presentation. You can also select any color you want to see templates with your favorite color as the primary color, which is good if you're building a slide pack for your brand. The main disadvantage of this site is the ads on the site that it's hard to find the appropriate download button for the template you want. Showeet
Showeet displays free PowerPoint templates with lots of information about each of them, and you can browse popular ones for labels like fun, business, model, and more. Each download page also comes with preview images, plus instructions and tips about using the template and interactive it. They are also updated and added from time to time, but you will need to follow them on social media or subscribe
to RSS to get updates on their latest template drawings. The main drawback is that each template is stored in a ZIP file, so you need to extract the files before using them in your presentation. Google Slides Templates Google Slides templates are stylish and royalty-free, so you can use them when you have upcoming presentations and are pressed for time so you can't design yours. You do not need to fill
out a registration form to use the free PowerPoint templates on this site. Plus, you get helpful links that can help if you're new to creating presentations on Google Slides or if you haven't used them in a long time. Carnival Slides for Low Budget Projects, Carnival Slides is a great site to get free PowerPoint and Google Slides templates. You can use theme-based menus on your site to find templates, browse
the latest themes, type a keyword in the search bar, or sort well-defined categories. The site also provides support materials with information explaining why templates work well, so you can make a better decision. 24Slides This site makes finding a free PowerPoint template much easier because it is clutter-free and there are no ads. Templates are professionally designed, clean and easy to find because
they organize them by category, recommended or most popular, although you can filter them by creation or corporation. You'll also see preview screenshots, which helps you narrow your options. You don't have to extract downloads from a ZIP folder as they download directly and are stored in PPTX format so you can use them in your presentation. However, you need a user account to download the
templates and it has fewer categories to look at. Free-PPT-Templates.com This free PowerPoint Templates website offers professional-looking templates in categories such as music, technology, education, medicine, and countries. You can filter them by your editor's choice, in the top 10, or by the most popular, although its search filters are not intuitive. Another disadvantage with this site is that the
PowerPoint templates that download are stored in archives, not directly as PPTX files for easy and quick use with presentation. Slide Hunter Slide Hunter lists free PowerPoint templates under various topics, including strategy, education, planning, charts, cycle, 3D, arrows, and more. Some of them offer multiple screenshots, so you can see what you're about to download, plus associated templates to
choose from. Choose. You must extract the templates from a ZIP file before using them in your presentation, and there is no presentation description or information about the slide number or slide show length. fppt.com This popular site for free PowerPoint templates stocks a massive collection of professional templates in different categories, such as wedding, business, religious, graduation, nature and
abstract. You can easily find a template that meets your needs by filtering searches by category, keyword, tags, themes, or backgrounds. You can see user comments and the number of downloads on download pages, so you can decide whether or not you want a specific template that you like. Plus, you don't have to register or wait for an ad before downloading as it downloads instantly to your device.
However, some templates may be large and take some time to download, and there are not enough screenshots to show you more about the template you're downloading. Get the following presentation template I've only highlighted 10 sites where you can get free PowerPoint templates, but there are many other options out there. However, you can get a wide variety of models for different purposes, so you
can impress your audience, and ace that assignment or land the next customer. We'd love to hear your recommendations for great websites where you get free PowerPoint templates from. Share with us in a comment below. Under.
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